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Abstract 

In this paper we analyze the problem of multi·cycle false paths in sequential circuits 
and their impact on circuit performance. We present a study on the identification and 
removal of multi-cycle false paths from sequential machines specified at the functional and 
behavioral levels and show that multi-cycle false paths are not a property of the gate-level 
implementation but a property of the behavior of the machine and its state encoding. 
Based on behavioral level analysis, we derive the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
encoding of an FSM to obtain a false path free implementation and present a systematic 
encoding methodology to obtain a sequential false-path-free circuit. The experimental 
results show significant clock cycle reduction in sequential circnits encoded with this 
method. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The problem of unsensitizable, or false, paths in logic circuits has been studied extensively 
in recent years, e.g. (McGeer, 1991), (Devadas, 1991), (Chen, 1992), (Saldanha, 1992). 
False path in the circuit is a path that is never exercised during the operation of the circuit 
due to the circuit functionality and/or delay values of the circuit components. We shall 
differentiate between false paths in combinational circuits and false paths in sequential 
circuits. False paths in combinational circuits are due to the particular implementation 
or structure of the circuit. In this case the path is physically present in the structure 
but it cannot be sensitized by an input vector. The presence of false paths obstructs 
the analysis of circuit performance, since the actual delay in the combinational circuit is 
determined by its critical path, i.e., longest true path in the circuit. 

False path in a sequential circuit have a different nature: it is a multi-cycle path, ob
tained by unrolling the sequential circuit over a number of clock cycles, as shown in 
Fig. 3. A sequential circuit may contain a multi-cycle false path even if there are no 
(single-cycle) false paths in the combinational logic block of the circuit. This is due to 
uncontrollability of the state registers between the consecutive time frames. We shal also 
refer to multi-cycle false paths as M F P' s or sequential false paths. 
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Figure 1 Unrolling a sequential circuit over 2 clock cycles 

Sequential false paths have also been investigated in literature to some extent, but their 
removal from a circuit were only considered in the context of restructuring the circuits on 

a gate level (Ashar, 1992), (Lam, 1994). Even though the presence of sequential false paths 

does not obstruct the estimation of the circuit delay, it has been demonstrated that the 

these paths may significantly affect the circuit performance. Removing multi-cycle false 

paths from the sequential circuit often results in circuit restructuring that may enable 

additional retiming and in effect can lead to performance improvement (Ashar, 1992). 
The presence of sequential false paths also reduces the testability of sequential circuits. 

It is therefore desirable to identify and remove multi-cycle false paths from sequential 
circuits to help improve their performance and testability. 

We have demonstrated in our earlier work (Hasan, 1993) that the presence of MFPs in 

a sequential circuit can be readily detected on behavioral and functionallevels, where only 

the behavior of the machine (e.g., state transition table) or its logic is available. In this 

paper we review these observations and present the encoding of Finite State Machines 

(FSMs) to eliminate the MFPs. In particular, we present the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the encoding of an FSM such that it does not contain any multi-cycle false 

paths. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we briefly define some of the basic terms used throughout the paper. 

A sequential circuit is composed of simple gates, latches/registers and leads with the 

primary inputs and primary outputs defining its boundary. Let 'I!' = (fo, 91, /1, ... Jm-1, 9m 

be a path. Lead/;, 0:::; i:::; m -1, is defined as an on-input of '1!'. Other leads which are 

inputs to gate gi+ 1 are defined as side inputs of /;. A controlling value at an input 
to a gate is the value that determines the output value of the gate independent of the 

other inputs. The non-controlling value to a gate is the complementary value of the 

controlling value. An input vector v is a vector of logic values 0 or 1 at all the primary 

inputs. A path is statically sensitizable if there exists an input vector which sets all 

side inputs to the path to non-controlling values. A path is considered to be statically 
false path if it is not statically sensitizable. In this paper we only consider statically 

false paths. 
A variable is a symbol representing a single coordinate of the Boolean space (e.g., a). 

A literal is a variable or its negation (e.g., a or a). A cube is a set C of literals such that 

:c E C implies~ r/:. C. A cube represents the conjunction of its literals. An expression 
is a set of cubes. For example, {a, be} is an expression consisting of two cubes: a and 
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be. An expression represents the disjunction of its cubes. The support, 6up(f), of a.n 
expression f is defined as follows: 6Up(f) = {z I cube C E f => z E C or z E C}. 
For example, 6up(ab + ac) = {a, b, c}. Two expressions f a.nd g have disjoint support 
if sup(!) n sup(g) = 0. 

Given a binary encoding {zn-l ... z0} of the states of a machine, each bit of the code 
induces a 2-hlock partition of the states, such that one block contains symbols (states) 
with code 1, a.nd the other block contains symbols with code 0. This 2-block partition is 
referred to as a dichotomy, a.nd denoted as D; = (l; : r;) (Ya.ng, 1991). The dichotomy 
(l; : r;) implies that for all the symbols z; in l;, z; = 1 (or 0), while for all the symbols z; 
in r;, z; = 0 (or 1). That is, each dichotomy defines a one-bit encoding, associated with 
bit z;, that allows to distinguish between the symbols in l; from those in r;. 

3 IDENTIFICATION OF MULTI-CYCLE FALSE PATHS 

In this section we shall demonstrate that multi-cycle false paths are a property of the se
quential behavior or function of the circuit and not a property of the particular structure 
(gate level implementation). This is in contrast with the false paths observed in com
binational circuits. Let us briefly review the following problems addressed in our earlier 
work (Hasa.n, 1993): 
Pl: Given a 6equential circuit on functional level, represented by its state transition in

formation and state encoding, identify and remove multi-cycle false paths. 
P2: Given a sequential circuit on behavioral level, represented by its state transition in-

formation without the state encoding, identify all multi-cycle false paths. 
We shall explain the method of identifying multi-cycle false paths using a.n example 
sequential machine shown in Figure 2. The behavior of the machine is defined by its 
state transition graph (STG), Figure 2(a). The encoding, shown in Figure 2(b), together 
with the STG defines the circuit on the functional level. 

State Code 
rt r2 r3 

So 1 0 0 
St 0 0 0 
s2 1 1 0 
s3 1 1 1 
s4 0 1 1 
Ss 0 1 0 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 2 STG with an encoding 

Figure 3 represents the gate-level implementation of the machine with this state en
coding. This gate-level circuit was shown to have multi-cycle false paths terminating 
on output 02 (Ashar, 1992). If restructured to remove the MFPs, it results in a circuit 
shown in Figure 4(b) (Ashar, 1992), to be analyzed later. Here we show how to obtain a 
false-path free (FPF) circuit directly from high-level (behavioral) description. 
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Figure 3 Circuit with multi-cycle false path: ( ia, 95, 94, 91, r1, 9a, 9s, o2) 

3.1 False Paths on Functional Level 

The presence of static multi-cycle false paths on the functional level can be detected by 
analyzing the functional output and next state logic equations of the circuit. The equa
tions can be derived in terms of the Timed Boolean variables (Lam, 1994), representing 
primary inputs i;[t) and the state variables r;[t - 1) as a function of the time frame [t). 
For example, output o;[t) expressed in terms of state variable r;[t- k] gives the output 
expression for o; in k clock cycles. The following are the one-cycle next state and output 
equations for the example machine in Figure 2. 

ol[t) 
i2[t) + ia[t) r2[t- 1) ra[t- 1]; (1) o2[t] 
il[t) + r2[t- 1); (2) oa[t] 
i4[th[t- 1); (3) o4[t) 

i4[th[t- 1); 
is[t)b[t- 1) + r2[t- 1)); 
r2[t- 1); 
ia[t) r2[t- 1) ra[t- 1); 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

Consider the Boolean expression for output o2 and its logic dependence on the primary 
inputs. In one clock cycle o2 [t) depends only on i 5 [t). It also depends on the register 
variables rl[t -1) and r 2[t -1], which in turn depend on i1 [t -1),i2 [t -1) and i3 [t- 1). 
Thus we can say that there are physical two-cycle paths i1 --+ r2 --+ o2, i2 --+ r 1 --+ o2, 
and i3 --+ r 1 --+ o2. Now we will show that these paths are false. 

Let us substitute the variables rdt -1] and r 2[t- 1) in the expression for o2 [t) by their 
corresponding one-cycle expressions (1 & 2) to obtain the two-cycle expression for o2[t). 

(9) 

Consider variable i 3 , which appears in the two-cycle expression for o2 • Hence, there is a 
two-cycle physical path from i 3 to o2 • However, by applying De Morgan's Law, we obtain 

Since r 2[t- 2) + r 2 [t- 2) = 1, we can simplify the above equation to o2 (t] = i 5 [t]. Hence, 
output o2 is logically independent of i 3 • Clearly such a path cannot be sensitized, since 
there is no assignment of side inputs (variables in the expression different than i 3 ) that 
will make the output sensitive to i 3 ; hence the two-cycle path (ia--+ o2) is declared false. 
In fact there are also two-cycle false paths from i 1 and i 2 to o2 , since these input variables 
also disappear from the two-cycle equation for o2 after simplification. 
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We can now extend our approach to multi-cycle false paths over an arbitrary number 
of clock cycles. 

Definition 1 Let Jl'(o;) be a k-cycle expression for output o;[t] obtained by substituting 
the current inputs i;[t] and state variables r;[t- 1] by their corresponding (k- 1) cycle 
expressions. 

Definition 2 Let f!;n( o;) be a function logically equivalent to jl•( o;) but with fewer input 
variables. This function can be obtained by simplifying jl•( o;) using known boolean simpli
fication methods We assume that both f"(o;) and f!;n(o;) do not contain any single-cycle 
false paths. 

Lemma 1 The path z; -+ o; is a k-cycle false path if and only if z; E sup(f"(o;)) 
and there ezists a simplification f!;n(o;) of J"(o;) such that z; rt sup(J!;n(o;)). Such a 
simplification corresponds to an implementation of a circuit with the k-cycle false-paths 
being removed. 

Proof. Sufficiency: Let z; E sup(f"(o;)). This implies that there exists a physical 
path z; -+ o;. Whether this path is also a logical path or not depends on the possible 
simplification of f"(o;). If the resulting /!;n(o;) can be made independent of z;, i.e., if 
z; rt sup(f!;n(o;)), then there is no logical path from z; too;. That is, o; is independent 
of the variable z; and the path cannot be sensitized. Hence it is false. 
Necessary condition: Let z;-+ o; be a false path. We need to show that this implies 
that z; E sup(f"(o;)), and there exists f!;n(o;) such that z; rt sup(f!;n(o;)). We shall 
prove both by contradiction: 1) Assume that :r:; rt sup(f"(o;)). This means that there is 
no physical path from :r:; to o;, in which case the false path is not defined (:r:; must be 
one of the on-inputs of the path). This brings us to a contradiction; for a false path to 
exist, :r:; must belong to sup(f"(o;)). 
2) Assume that there is no simplified expression /!;n(o;) which is free of z;. The presence 
of z; in any of the expressions foro; indicates that there is always a logical path between z; 
and o;. The variables appearing in these expressions constitute the side inputs that can be 
assigned respective noncontrolling values and used to sensitize the path. Hence the path 
is sensitizable. This contradicts our initial assumption that the path is false. Therefore, 
for a false path to exist there must exist a simplification such that z; rt sup(f!;n(o;)). 

D 

3.2 False Paths on Behavioral Level 

Here we consider problem P2 stated earlier. We show that a behavioral specification 
(STG, STT, state charts, etc) may contain multi-cycle false paths. Our goal is to identify 
these false paths. 

Let us examine the STG of our example machine, Figure 2(a), without assuming any 
encoding. We can obtain the next state equations for the machine by representing the 
state transitions in the form of symbolic expressions, as shown below. The variables in 
these expressions are the input variables i;, and the symbolic state variables S;, expressed 
as a function of previous time frame. Clearly, these expressions are independent of the 
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encoding and the implementation of the circuit. 

il[t](So[t- 1] + Si[t- I]); 
Initial state; 

ii(t]i4[t]So[t- 1] + i1[t]S1[t- I]+ i4[t]S2[t- 1] + S6[t- 1] + (i3 [t] i4[t] 
+i2[t]i4[t])Sa[t- 1] + (ia[t] + i2[t]}S4[t- 1]; 

ii(t]i4[t]So[t- 1] + i4[t]S2[t- 1] + (ia[t]i4[t] + i2[t]i4[t])Sa[t- 1]; 
i2[t]ia[t]i4[t]Sa[t- 1]; 

i2[t]ia[t]i4[t]Sa[t- 1] + i2[t]ia[t]S4[t- 1]; 

(11) 
(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

Similarly, one can obtain the symbolic output equations for each output o; of the machine. 

DI[t] 
o2[t] 
oa[t] 
o4[t] 

i4[t](So[t- 1] + S2[t- 1] + Sa[t- I]}; 
is[t](So[t- 1] + S2[t- 1] + Sa[t- 1] + S4[t- 1] + S6[t- 1]}; 

(S2[t- 1] + Sa[t- 1] + S4[t- 1] + Ss[t- 1]}; 
ia[t] + (So[t- 1] + S1[t- 1] + S2[t- 1] + S6[t- 1]); 

(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 

In general, a k-cycle symbolic output expression h.lo(o;) is obtained by substituting the 
state symbols by their corresponding (k-1) cycle expressions. We similarly define h!.;,.(o;) 
as the simplified k-cycle symbolic expression for o;. A single time-frame substitution of 
the state equations in our example results in the 2-cycle output expressions h2(o;) and 
h:,.;,.(o;). 

As before, to determine if there is a multi-cycle false path terminating at a given output, 
we need to compare the support of the original symbolic output expressions, hlc(o;), with 
the symbolic expression after the simplification, h!.;,.(o;). This time the absence of certain 
variables in the support after simplification does not necessarily indicate a false path, but 
a potential false path. Whether the path is false or not, depends on the final encoding of 
the machine states. 

Definition 3 A potential false path (PFP) is a path which, under certain encoding, 
may appear as a false path in the circuit. 

Lemma 2 lfz; E·sup(h.lo(o;)) and there ezists a simplification h!.;,.(o;) such that z; r/: 
sup(h!.;,.(o;)), then path z;-+ o; is a potential k-cycle false path. 

Proof. Let us assume one-hot encoding for the state variables of the machine. Replacing 
the state symbols by the the state variables, corresponding to the one-hot code, yields 
the functional equations similar to the symbolic equations. Then by lemma 3.1 each PFP 
is a false path. 0 

4 FALSE-PATH-FREE ENCODING 

In this section we describe a method to eliminate the detected potential false paths by 
means of state encoding. Specifically, we consider the following problem. 
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Table 1 Properties of paths on behavioral and functional level 

Type of Path Behavioral Level Functional Level 

False Path z; E &up{flc(o;}), z; ~ &up{f!,;n(o;)) 

Potential FP z; E &up(hlc(o;}), z; ~ &up(h~;n(o;)) 

True Path z; E •up(hlc(o;}),z; E •up(h~;n(o;)) z; E •up{flc(o;}), z; E •up(l!,;n(o;}) 

No Path 

P3: Given a high-level specification of an FSM, find an encoding of the states which does 
not introduce false paths in the circuit. 

We refer to such an encoding as a false-path free, or FPF, encoding. We shall show 
that such an encoding always exists and that under certain conditions the corresponding 

path does not appear as a physical path in the final implementation; otherwise the path 
remains in the circuit as a false path. We shall also derive the encoding conditions under 

which PFP is removed from the circuit. 
A potential false path that does not appear as a physical path in the final implemen

tation is called a no-path (N). Such a path has the trivial property that it exists neither 

in the original nor in the simplified functional output expression. On the other hand, a 

path z; -+ o; is a true path (T) if it exists both in the original and the simplified k
cycle functional output expression. Table 1 summarizes the properties of different types 

of paths in the context of our approach. 
We formulate the FPF encoding problem as a constrained encoding, which can be 

solved using dichotomy covering technique, (Yang, 1991), (Ciesielski, 1991). We shall il
lustrate our approach with the machine example used earlier, Figure 2(a). It can be shown 

that the symbolic output equations of the circuit can be represented in the following sum 
of symbolic product form 

(21) 

Here i1 is a primary input variable, and E1c S1c is a conjunction of the state symbols. Each 

symbolic product term P; = I11 i, E1c S~c, induces a set of constraints, called false-path 
dichotomies or FPDs. 

Definition 4 Consider output o; with a potential false path. Each sum term a; = E1c S1c 
in the symbolic output expression for o; defines a dichotomy, F D;, called false path 

dichotomy. F D; distinguishes the states in the sum term a; from the remaining states 
of the machine: FD; =((Sic I Sic E a;): (Sic I Sic rt. a;)) vslc E S. 

Consider a 1-cycle equation from our circuit example: ot(t] = i 4 [t](S0[t -1] + S2[t -1] + 
Sa[t- 1]). This expression contains one symbolic product term, P1 = i 4(So + S2 + Sa), 
and thus contains one false-path dichotomy, F D 1 = (So, S2 , Sa : S1 , S4 , S5). We can 

generalize this to the equations for arbitrary number of time-frames and define the k
cycle false path dichotomies in a similar fashion. We refer to the set of dichotomies 
obtained from the k-cycle equations as the dichotomy-set DSf. 
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The following 1-cycle dichotomies are obtained from the 1-cycle output expressions 
with potential false paths for our example machine. In this case each dichotomy-set DS; 
contains only one false-path dichotomy F D;. 

OJ[t] {22) 

===> DSi ={{So, S2, Sa : S1, S4, S&)} 
o2[t] i&[t](So[t- 1] + S2[t- 1] + Sa[t- 1] + S4[t- 1] + S6 [t- 1]); 

===> DS~ = {{So, S2, Sa, S4, Ss : S!)} 
oa[t] S2[t- 1] + Sa[t- 1] + S4[t- 1] + S5[t- 1]; 

===> DSi = {(S2, Sa, S4, S& : So, S1)} 

o4[t] ia[t] + (So[t- 1] + SJ[t- 1] + S2 [t- 1] + S6 [t- 1]); 

===> DSl ={{So, S~, S2, S5 : Sa, S4)} 

4.1 Necessary and Sufficient Condition 

In general, if dichotomy F D; is satisfied by some bit r; of the state code, then each sum 
term a; will reduce to a single state variable r; in its true or complemented form, and 
the expression foro; will become a simple sum of products expression, E;EDS; r; ITt it. By 
our initial assumption the 1-cycle expressions for state variables r; are irredundant, i.e., 
do not contain one-cycle false paths. Therefore, the substitution of the state variables 
to obtain next time-frame expression will never eliminate any of the inputs from the 
associated product ITt it, and thus will not introduce redundancies, hence false paths. 

Let us illustrate this sufficiency condition by examining the output equation ol[t] = 
i4[t]{S0 [t - 1] + S2[t - 1] + Sa[t - 1]) of our machine. After substituting the symbolic 
equations {11-16) for the states we obtain the following 2-cycle equation 

ol[t] = i4[t](So[t- 2] + S![t- 2] + S2[t- 2] 

+(i2[t- 1] + ia[t- 1])(Sa[t- 2] + S4[t- 2]) + Ss[t- 2]) (23) 

Comparison of the original and simplified 2-cycle expression reveals that i1 is not present 
in the simplified expression, hence there is a potential false path i1 --> o1. We therefore 
derive the false path dichotomy F D1 = (So, S2 , Sa : S1, S4, S5 ) associated with this 
potential false path. 

Sufficiency condition: Let dichotomy F D1 be satisfied by bit r 1 of the code, as in 
Figure 2(b ). That is, Tj = 1 for the states So, s2, Sa on the left block of the dichotomy, 
and TJ = 0 for the states SJ, s4, Ss on the right block. The codes (001, 101) of the states 
that do not appear in the original specification can be used as don't cares. By adding 
the don't care states with r1 = 1 in their code (in this case the state 101) to the sum 
term Clj = So + s2 + Sa, the expression for a! simplifies to a single state variable Tj (or 
7'1: reversing the bit polarity does not change the encoding or its property). As a result, 
the one-cycle functional output equation, ol[t] = i 4 [th[t- 1] is independent of il[t-1]. 
Furthermore, the expression for r 1 does not contain the variable i1 because r1 represents 
the function (S0 [t] + S2[t] + Sa[t]) which is independent of i 1, as observed at the behavioral 
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level. That is, under this encoding there is no physical two-cycle path i 1 --+ o1 in the final 
implementation. 

The satisfaction of the false-path dichotomies is also necessary to obtain a false-path
free implementation of the circuit. We illustrate the necessary condition with the same 
example. 

Necessity: IfF D1 is not satisfied, then there will be no single product term which can 
represent the sum term (So+ S2 + S3 ) uniquely. Therefore at least two product terms are 
required to represent this term, with the hamming distance ~ 2 (if it were less than 2, the 
two product terms would have been combined). These two product terms will therefore 
differ in at least 2 state variables, as only state variables are used to encode the state. 
Since each of the state symbols (So, S2 , S3 ) independently depends on i 1 , the functional 
sum term for (So+ S2 + S3 ) and the resulting functional output expression for o1 will 
contain i 1 in its support. Recall that the simplified equation for o; (both functional and 
behavioral) does not depend on i 1 , hence, there is false path i 1 --+ o1 • 

The necessary and sufficient condition for FPF encoding can now be summarized by 
the following theorem; its proof follows directly from the discussion above. 

Theorem 1 Given an output o; of a sequential machine and the corresponding k-cycle 
false path dichotomy set DSt. There exists an implementation of the machine which does 
not contain any {k+l)-cycle false paths terminating at o; if and only if the encoding of 
the states of the machine satisfies all dichotomies in DSt. Furthermore, such an imple
mentation is directly defined by the encoding and the corresponding functional equations. 

4.2 Encoding as a Dichotomy Covering Problem 

The removal of false paths on behavioral level can now be formulated as a dichotomy 
covering problem (Yang, 1991), (Ciesielski, 1991). For each output with a potential false 
path we generate the corresponding set of dichotomies and include it in the final constraint 
set for the state code of the FSM. For a false path to be removed, the corresponding 
dichotomy must be covered by at least one of the encoding bits. Any constrained encoding 
method, such as (DeMicheli, 1985), or (Yang, 1991), capable of satisfying all of these 
constraints will result in a code, and subsequently in a circuit, which does not contain 
any multi-cycle false paths. 

Table 2 shows the transformation of 2-cycle potential false paths (P) into false paths 
(P) and no-paths (N) for the encoding in Figure 2(b). Notice that this encoding satisfies 
false path dichotomies for outputs o1 , o3 , o4 but not for o2 . Consequently, the resulting 
expression for o2 contains redundant variables and thus has multi-cycle false paths. All 
other outputs are free of two-cycle false paths. 

Figure 4(a) shows the gate-level implementation of our example machine using the 
encoding which satisfies all two-cycle false path dichotomies. This circuit uses 4 registers 
and can be operated at a clock period of 2 gate delays without additional retiming (the 
original circuit required 3 gate delays). The circuit is smaller and has fewer registers than 
the circuit in (Ashar, 1992) obtained after gate-level false path removal and retiming. 
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Table 2 Transformation of potential false paths into False Paths or No-Paths 

Ot 112 03 04 Ot 02 03 04 

it p p T p encoding it N F T N 
i2 T p p p ===} i2 T F N N 
i3 T p p T So = 100 St = 000 i3 T F N T 
i4 T p p T s2 = 110 s3 = 111 i4 T N N T 
i6 N T N N s4 = 011 s6 = ow is N T N N 

(a) (b) 

"~ .. ' 
v~ 

(a) 

Figure 4 (a) Circuit with FPF encoding (b) Final circuit of (Ashar, 1992) after retiming 

5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

We have implemented our FPF encoding technique as a C program. It identifies potential 
false paths in a given FSM and generates the necessary FPDs. Table 3 shows the results of 
our experiments performed on a set of 66 different benchmark examples. The 25 circuits 
shown in the table were found to have 2-cycle potential false paths. The FPF encoding was 
obtained using DIET (Yang, 1991), a constraint-encoding program, which accepts a user
defined set of encoding constraints in form of dichotomies. The results were compared 
to the encoding obtained with multi-level encoding program JEDI (Lin, 1989) (with 
3 different encoding options), and to that with standard DIET (without FPDs). The 
encoded circuits were optimized using the script. delay script, mapped to the lib2 SIS 
library and retimed. The following 5 examples: bbsse, donfile, ex6, shiftreg, and sse, did 
not generate any additional FPD's; Hence, the delays for FPF circuits for these examples 
were identical to those obtained with original DIET. In the table, the column labeled 
Original Delay refers to the delay values for the encoding without considering false path 
constraints. The column labeled Delay with FPF code gives the delay value for FPF 
encoding obtained using DIET. 

In summary, we have presented a study on the identification and removal of multi-cycle 
false -paths from a sequential circuit specified at the behavioral level. We derived the 
necessary and sufficient condition to remove the multi-cycle false paths from the circuit 
and presented a systematic encoding methodology to obtain a false-path-free circuit based 
on the dichotomy covering approach. It can be argued that removing all multi-cycle false 
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Table 3 Experimental results 

Name Original Delay (ns) Delay with %improvement 
with with JED! FPF code w.r.to w.r.to JED! 
DIET -o -~ -c (ns) DIET -o -1 -c 

bbsse 9.34 9.72 11.37 9.34 9.34 0 4 18 0 
donfile 3.14 11.25 11.51 8.90 3.14 0 72 73 65 
ex1 7.25 13.24 12.95 13.17 7.03 3 47 46 47 
ex6 9.26 10.22 9.81 10.61 9.26 0 9 6 13 
false" 6.60 3.92 4.29 3.57 3.43 48 13 20 4 
mark1 11.82 8.91 11.08 8.74 8.74 26 2 21 0 
me 6.13 5.61 5.88 5.37 5.37 12 4 9 0 
planet 13.62 13.95 17.75 13.85 12.82 6 8 28 7 
ne 12.28 11.54 12.36 12.91 11.53 6 0 7 11 
scf 12.31 15.79 16.98 14.65 11.01 11 30 35 25 
shift reg 4.93 5.07 4.93 4.93 4.93 0 3 0 0 
sse 9.34 9.72 11.37 9.34 9.34 0 4 22 0 
s1488 16.96 13.63 16.68 15.05 13.63 20 0 18 9 
s1494 14.04 17.54 13.72 16.23 13.72 2 22 0 15 
s386 10.82 10.46 10.11 9.85 9.85 9 6 3 0 
s510 13.76 12.93 15.01 12.18 12.18 12 6 19 0 
s820 13.28 15.34 14.60 14.30 13.20 1 14 10 8 
s832 13.65 13.32 16.65 13.00 12.88 6 3 23 1 
pop test 15.34 22.80 21.12 15.08 14.10 8 38 58 7 

• example shown in the paper 

paths (instead of aiming at critical false paths along longest paths) is not a good strategy, 
as it may lead to implementations with longer state codes than necessary. However, our 
initial experience indicates that such an encoding results in a circuit with reduced delay 
and often with simpler structure and thus a smaller area (see the example in the paper). 
Although the effect of false path free encoding on retiming is not yet fully understood, 
our results seem to suggest that removal of multi-cycle false paths may result in circuits 
that either do not require additional retiming or allow for retiming that was not possible 
in the original circuit, thus resulting in improved performance. 
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